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For functions j which are continuous and locally Lipschitz the authors 
define a multi-valued differential D, and prove that if all solutions of the 
multi-valued differential equation u’ E D,(u) approach zero as t ---f 5, then all 
solutions x(.) of x’ = j(x) with small 1 x(O)1 approach zero exponentially as 
t ---f 03. If j is continuously differentiable, then D, coincides with the (single- 
valued) Frechet differential of j. Other results on the asymptotic behavior of 
solutions of perturbed, multi-valued differential equations are presented. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The following result is well-known [2]. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let f be a continuously d#erentiable function from Euclidean 
d-dimensional space Rd into itself. If all solutions u(.) of 
u' =f&O)u (1.1) 
satisfy u(t) ---f 0 as t 4 03, then there exist positive constants 6, K, and CJ such 
that all solutions x(.) of 
x’ =f(x) (14 
with 1 x(O)1 < 6 satisfy 1 x(t)1 .< KI x(O)] emot for t 3 0. 
In the language of stability theory the above result says that if the origin 
is an attractor for the linear approximation ( 1. l), then it must be exponentially 
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stable for (1.1) and also locally exponentially stable for the nonlinear system 
(1.2). This result can be viewed as a perturbation theorem, since 
If(u) -f3cW i - o 
lul 
as / u / --f 0. 
The main purpose of this paper is to extend this type of result to the case in 
whichfis not necessarily continuously differentiable. Suchfmay not possess a 
Frechet differential but, rather, a “homogeneous differential.” That is, there 
exists a continuous function h : Rd - Rd such that h(Xu) = M(u) for all 
/\ > 0 and 
For such f we shall replace (1.1) by the nonlinear equation u’ = h(u). If f 
is continuously differentiable, then h(u) =fz(0)u. More generally, we shall 
consider the “multi-valued differential” D, of J This will be, roughly 
speaking, the closed convex hull of all possible differential quotients of ,f in 
the direction of x. For each x, D,(x) will be a compact, convex, nonempty 
subset of Rd. We shall replace (1.1) by a corresponding differential equation 
of multi-valued type 
u’ E Lqu). (1.3) 
A solution of (1.3) is an absolutely continuous function u( .) defined on a non- 
degenerate interval I such that u’(t) E Df(u(t)) for almost all t in 1. If f is 
continuously differentiable, then Df(u) = (f,(O)u}. We shall show that (1.3) 
approximates (1.2) in much the same way as (1.1) approximates (I .2). Our 
main result is the following generalization of Theorem 1.1. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let f : Rd --j Rd be continuous and suppose that for some 
L > 0 and 77 > 0 we have (f(x)1 < LI x i for all j x / < 7. If all solutions u(.) of 
satisfy u(t) --f 0 as t + co, then there exist positive constants 8, K, and o such 
that all soZutions x( .) of 
x’ = f(x) 
with 1 x(O)1 < 6 satisfy j x(t)1 < Kl x(O)1 e@ for t > 0. 
Remark 1.3. A statement such as “every solution x(.) of (1.2) with 
1 x(O)1 < 6 satisfies Property X for t > 0” will always mean “every solution 
x(.) of (1.2) with / x(O)1 < 6 can be continued to [0, co) and every continuation 
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satisfies Property S for f ia 0.” A similar remark holds for (1.2) replaced by- 
any other differential equation, including one of multi-valued type. 
In Section 2 we shall give the precise definition of the “multi-valued 
differential” off. A discussion of the application of Theorem 1.2 to the case in 
which D, turns out to be single-valued is offered in Section 3. \Ve prove 
Theorem 1.2 at the end of Section 4. In proving Theorem 1.2, we shall pause 
to establish some results which may be of some interest in themselves, 
mainly Theorems 4.8, 4.14, 4.20, and 4.23. These results are proved for 
multi-valued differential equations. \%-e state two of these now, although, 
for the sake of simplicity, we consider only their application to single-valued 
differential equations. 
Let all solutions qf (1.2) approach .zeYo as t -+ m. Then there exkt E” :A 0 
and K > 0 such that for all 0 >< c : ; Q ezqery solution x(.) of 
x’ --:- f(x) -!- <g(x) (1.4) 
with / x(O)1 < e0 satisfies / x(t)1 :.:. KfoY t 2: 0. 
Let all solutions of (1.2) approach zero as t -+ CC and let f and g be homo- 
geneous of degree p. Then there exist E,, > 0 and K > 0 such that fey all 
0 & E -< f0 eoery solution WY(.) of‘(1.4) satisfies ( x(t)/ 6: K! x(0)( for t 3 0. 
In the first of the above two results, the origin could be an unstable attractor 
for (I .2). In the second the conclusion implies that the origin must be 
uniformly stable, even for the perturbed system (1.4). 
One of the secondary purposes of this paper is to extend some of the known 
results for linear systems of ordinary differential equations to differential 
equations with homogeneous right sides, or more generally, to multi-valued 
differential equations with homogeneous right sides (see Theorem 4.23, e.g.). 
However, not every such result has an extension. Indeed, we show in Section 5 
that the following result does not extend to multi-valued differential equations. 
Let ,f (x) be linear and let each solution of (1.2) be bounded. Let Y > 0. Then 
there exists K --: K(Y) > 0 such that each solution x(.) of (1.2) with 1 x(O)] < Y 
satis$es j x(t)i -:< K for t :-;I- 0. 
In fact this result does not hold even for single-valued differential equations 
if we weaken ‘:f(s) is linear” to ‘;f‘(,\.z) = ;lj’(x) for all h > 0.” 
Finally, we comment on the spirit of the proofs in this paper. In the 
ordinary differential equations case, e.g., Theorem 1.1, the proofs rely heavily 
on the variation of constants formula, Gronwall’s inequality, integral represen- 
tations of solutions, and so forth. In the multi-valued case, e.g., Theorem 1.2, 
these tools are not available. Indeed, there seems to be no “simple” integral 
formula for the solutions of (1.2) in terms of the solutions of (1.3). The tech- 
nique we use here might best be described as a careful, even plodding, 
analysis of how large a solution of a multi-valued equation may become, 
based on a detailed examination of the meaning of a solution. It is hoped that 
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this technique might work for other situations in differential equations 
(nonlinear, timedelayed, etc.) where there is no simple integral representation 
of solutions of a perturbed system in terms of the unperturbed system. 
Other applications of multi-valued differential equations may be found, 
for example, in [5]. An abstract presentation which includes these types of 
multi-valued equations is given in [6]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let Rd denote Euclidean d-dimensional space. For x E Rd define / x / = 
Ix,~+..~+j~,i.LetACR~andBCR~.Letr>O.Wedefine 
d(x, A) = inf{i x - y 1 : y E A}, 
ijAil =SUp{jXl :XEA}, 
A+B={a+b:aEA,bEB}, 
N(A, Y) = {x E Rd : d(x, A) < Y:, 
B(r) = {x E Rd : 1 x j < r}. 
Let Cd denote the set of all nonempty, compact, convex subsets of Rd. We 
can now define the notion of upper semicontinuity of a multi-valued, or set- 
valued, map. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let F : Rd + Cd. We say that F is upper semicontinuous 
if, for each x E Rd and each E > 0, there exists 6 > 0 such that 
F(Y) C W(x), 4 whenever j x - y / < 6. 
The set of all upper semicontinuous functions F which map Rd into Cd will 
be denoted by 9. 
Remark 2.2. It is shown in [3] that if F maps R” into Cd, and if for each 
x E Rd, there exists a neighborhood N of x such that uUEN F(y) is bounded, 
then F is upper semicontinuous if and only if the graph of F is closed, i.e., if 
and only if 
xn -+ x, Yn-+Y, and yn E F(x,) imply y E F(x). 
We shall define the multi-valued differential for thosef which are Lipschitz 
at x = 0. It will be the intersection of all homogeneous, upper differentials 
off. We now proceed to define these terms. 
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DEFINITION 2.3. Let f : Rd - + Rd. We say that f is Lipschitz at x = 0 it 
there exist positive constants L and 7 such that 
If(x)1 < Ll x 1 for all / S i c.,, 7, 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let F E 9 and let p be a real number. We say that F is 
homogeneous of degree p if F(Ax) = XpF(x) f or all x E Rd and all A > 0. If 
p =: 1, we shall say simply that F is homogeneous. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let f : Rd - Rd be continuous on Rd and Lipschitz at 
x = 0. A function F E ,S is called an upper differential off if 
(i) F is homogeneous, 
(ii) there exists 6 > 0 such that f (x) EF(x) for all 1 x / < 6. 
Remark 2.6. There always exists an upper differential for such f, viz., 
the multi-valued function F(x) = LB( 1 x I), as can be seen from Definitions 2.3 
and 2.5. 
DEFINITION 2.7. Let f : R” - Rd be continuous on Rd and Lipschitz at 
x = 0. We define the multi-valued dijjferential D, off by 
D,(x) = n {F(x) : F is an upper differential off}. 
Banks and Jacobs [l] use a different definition of multi-valued differential. 
The one used here seems more useful for perturbation theorems. 
The following lemma shows that D, is well-behaved. 
LEMMA 2.8. The multi-valued diSJerentia1 D, is homogeneous and it 
belongs to 9. Furthermore, there exists a sequence (F,,) of upper dzferentials 
such that 
(i) F,.! 1(x) C F,(x) .for every x E Rd and n = 1, 2 ,..., 
(ii) Of(x) = nz==, F,(x). 
Proof. Fix x’. \Ve first show D,(x) is not empty. Suppose x = 0. Since 
f (0) = 0, 0 EF(O) for all upper differentials; hence 0 E D,(O). Suppose 
x f 0. Then for sufficiently small h > 0, 
f(W <L 
Ai x 
Thus there exists a limit point z off(hx)/hl x ( as A + 0. Let h, + 0 such that 
f&P) , x. 
A,/ x ; 
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Let F be any upper differential off. Let 6 > 0 correspond. Then for h, < 6, 
Letting X, + 0, we obtain z ~F(x/i x 1). Thus / x /z EF(x) for every upper 
differential F. Thus / x Ix E Of(z). 
It follows directly from the definition of D, that D,(x) is compact and 
convex, and that D, is homogeneous. We now show that D, is upper semi- 
continuous. 
Let r, denote the graph of F, i.e., 
r, = {(x, y) : y EF(x)) C Rd x Rd. 
By Remark 2.2, we need only show that rDr is closed. This follows from 
where the intersection ranges over all upper differentials F, and where each 
such r, is closed. Thus D, E 9. 
The Lindelijf property says that an infinite intersection of closed sets can 
be written as the intersection of countably many of these closed sets. Euclidean 
space satisfies the Lindelof property. Thus 
r,, = n {r, : F is an upper differential} 
= (pan: Gn is an upper differential} 
rrl,lG, * 
Thus D,(x) = fizz=, G,(x). Define 
F,(x) = fi G&x). 
k=l 
Then F, is also an upper differential, and the sequence (F,) satisfies the 
conclusions of Lemma 2.8. The proof is complete. 
DEFINITION 2.9. Let F ~9. A solution of the multi-valued differential 
equation 
x’ EF(X) (2.1) 
is defined to be an absolutely continuous function x(.) defined on a non- 
degenerate interval I such that x’(t) ~F(x(t)) for almost all t in 1. 
The existence of solutions of (2.1) is discussed in [4]. 
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LEMMA 2.10. Let FE S, let x,, E R”, and let t, he real. Then there esists 
01 > 0 and at least one solution ,x(.) of (2.1) defined on (I,, - 01, t,, -t CX) satisfy+ 
x(&J = x0 . 
3. APPLICATIONS TO SINGLE-\TALIJI;D THEORI- 
Throughout this section we assume that f : R” --+ Rd is continuous on Kit 
and Lipschitz at x = 0. One of the purposes of this section is to prove that 
Theorem 1.1 is a special case of Theorem 1.2. 
DEFINITION 3. I. We say that f is Frechet d#erentiable (at x = 0) if there 
exists a d x d matrix A such that 
If(x)--Axi -0 as ;sl-,O -__ 
/ x 1 
. 
The function g(x) = Ax is called the Frechet d$ferential. 
Remark 3.2. The Frechet differential of a function is unique. If f is 
continuously differentiable in a neighborhood of .X =- 0, then it is Frechet 
differentiable and A = JJO). 
We now discuss the existence of a differential off which is not necessarily 
linear, but only homogeneous. 
DEFINITION 3.3. The function lz : RRd + Rd is called a homogeneous 
dzjjeerential off (at x = 0) if 
(i) h is homogeneous and continuous, 
(ii) if(~) - h(x)!/; x 1 --f 0 as / x 1 --j 0. 
THEOREM 3.4. The homogeneous diSfeerentia1 is unique. 
Proof. Let h, and h, be two homogeneous differentials off. Let 
dx) =m - hl(4 P&> -= fC.4 - h&4. 
Let x f 0 and let X > 0. Then 
I h,(x) - h,(x)! = I x I I h&W - h&WI XI x / 
Thus h,(x) = h,(x). 
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COROLLARY 3.5. If f has a nonlinear lzomogeneous differential, then f is not 
Frechet dtzeerentiable. 
If f is already homogeneous, then f is its own homogeneous differential. 
If f is also continuously differentiable, then it has a Frechet differential by 
Remark 3.2. By Theorem 3.4, these are identical. This proves the following 
result. 
COROLLARY 3.6. If f is homogeneous and continuously diflerentiable in a 
neighborhood of x = 0, then f is linear. 
We now use D, to characterize the existence of a homogeneous differential 
off. 
THEOREM 3.7. The function f has a homogeneous differential ;f and only if 
D,(x) is a single point for each x. 
Proof. Let h be a homogeneous differential for f. Define for n = 1, 2,..., 
E, = sup If (4 - h(x); 
lZl<lh 1x1 * 
Then E, + 0 as n + co. Define 
F&9 = VW) + 4% x 1). 
Then f (x) EFJx) for / x / < l/n. Th’ IS means that F, is an upper differential 
off. Thus 
D&x) C fi F,(x) = {h(x)). 
?I=1 
Conversely, suppose D,(x) = {h(x)} for every X, where, by Lemma 2.8, 
h is continuous and homogeneous. Assume the result is not true, i.e., there 
exists a sequence {xn} satisfying ! X, / ---f 0 and there exists 01 :> 0 such that 
We know that If(x)1 < LI x 1 for small X. Let k be a positive integer. Then 
choose a subsequence {x,(} of {xfl} such that 
f (%) 
Eyrl 
and ___ 
,ZJ -fy, 
where j y / = 1. Let {Fn} be as in Lemma 2.8, and consider the associated 
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positive numbers (6,). Choose N so large that 1 x,% i < S,c for i ,z N. Then 
Since Fk is upper semicontinuous, z E F,(y). Since k was arbitrary, z = h(y). 
This means that 
as i -+ co, contradicting (3. I). The proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 3.8. The function f is Frechet d$jGerentiable if and only if 
fey some matrix A, Df(x) = {Ax}. 
Hence Theorem 1.1 is a special case of Theorem 1.2. The following 
example illustrates a case to which Theorem 1.2 applies but Theorem 1.1 
does not. 
EXAMPLE 3.9. Consider the pair of first-order equations 
x1’ = -sin t 
Xl3 __- 
Xl2 + xz2 1 
x2’ == -sin 
x23 
t 
- 
x12 + x22 1. 
(3.2) 
The function defined by the right side of (3.2) has the nonlinear homo- 
geneous differential 
h(xl , x2) = 
t 
- 
1 . 
Since all solutions of 
Xl‘ = 4(x, 3 ~2) 
x2’ == h,(x, , x2) 
approach zero as t + cx, Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 3.7 allow the conclusion 
that solutions of (3.2) which start near zero approach zero exponentially as 
t - co. However, Theorem I. 1 does not apply to (3.2) because the right side 
of (3.2) is not Frechet differentiable. 
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4. MAIN RESULTS 
We begin with a lemma and a corollary which provide the mathematical 
basis for Remark 1.3. The proof of Lemma 4.1 is straightforward. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let FE 9. Let .v(.) be a solution of x’ E F(x) on an interval 
(S, T). Then either 
(i) there exists CL > 0 such that x(.) can be continued as a solution of 
x’ E F(x) to (S, T + a), or 
(ii) ( x(t)1 --j 00 as t --f T. 
The analogous result is true at the left endpoint S. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let FE 9. Let Q be a compact subset of Rd and let v(t) 
be continuous for all real t. Suppose every solution x(.) of 
x’ E F(x), x(0) E Q (4.1) 
satis$es [ x(t)1 < p)(t) on its interva2 of definition. Then every solution x(.) 
of (4.1) can be continued to all of (- 03, m) and each such continuation satisjies 
1 x(t)[ < F(t) for all real t. 
Using similar arguments, one can easily prove the following result. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let FE 9, let 0 < K, < K, , and let t, be real. Then there 
exists 6 > 0 such that every solution of x’ E F(x) with j x(te)i < K, satisfies 
Ix(t)1 <K,foraZllt-tt,! <S. 
Remark 4.4. In the above lemma one can choose 6 = (K, - KJM-‘, 
where M = sup(\jF(x)ll : / x / < K,}. 
Our next lemma shows that 9 is closed under a certain kind of limit 
operation. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let {F,,} be an infinite sequence qf functions in 9 such that 
F,+l(x) C F,(x) for all x E Rd and a22 n = 1, 2,... . Define F(x) = fizz, F,,(x). 
Then F E 9. 
The proof is actually contained in the proof of Lemma 2.8. 
Our final preparatory lemmasaysthat thelimit of solutions of a multi-valued 
equation is also a solution. Its proof may be found in [3]. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let F E 9 and let (xn(.)} be an infinite sequence of solutions of 
x’ E F(x) defined on a jinite interval I. Suppose xn(t) + x(t) uniformly for all 
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t E I and suppose that .I( .) is absolutely continuous on I. Then x( .) is a solution of 
x’ E F(x). 
Remark 4.7. This result need not hold if we require the solutions of 
.x’ tF(x) to be continuously differentiable. This is the reason for requiring 
only the absolute continuity of A(.) in Definition 2.9. 
W’e now prove a perturbation theorem for multi-valued differential 
equations. Applications to ordinary differential equations will be stated as 
corollaries. The idea is that if solutions of ,l~’ EF(x) approach zero as t --f ~0, 
then solutions of certain approsimating equations are bounded. 
THEOREM 4.8. Let [&‘,!j be all injinite sequence of jiinctions in .9 such 
thatF+,(r) CF,,(x)fo~ allx E Rd andalln = 1,2,... . DejneF(x) =m nzLZ:,Fn(x). 
Let Q be a compact subset of RCi. Suppose tJrat 
0 belongs to tJze interior of Q, (4.2) 
all solutions sf .t’ E F(x), x(O) E Q, approacl? zero as t --f cr3. (4.3) 
Then there exist m and K >a 0 such that every solution x(.) of x’ E F,,(x) with 
x(O) E Q satisjies j x(t)’ :( Kfor all t > 0. 
Remark 4.9. If n + m, then each solution of s’ EF,(x) is also a solution 
of X’ EF,,(x). Thus the conclusion of Theorem 4.8 implies that there is a 
uniform bound on all the solutions starting in Q of all the equations x’ E F,(x) 
forn 2: m. W’e remind the reader that Remark 1.3 is relevant to the conclusion 
of Theorem 4.8. We shall show in Example 4.11 that condition (4.2) is needed. 
However, it can be seen from the proof of Theorem 4.8 that condition (4.3) 
may be weakened to the statement “for each solution x(.) of x’ EF(x) with 
x(0) EQ, there is a T -= T(x(.)) ‘,;, 0 such that i x(7’)! < Y,” where Y is the 
radius of the largest ball B(Y) contained in Q. 
Proqf of Theorem 4.8. By Lemma 4.5, FE S. Thus it makes sense to 
speak of solutions of X’ EF(,x). Suppose the conclusion of Theorem 4.8 were 
false. By (4.2) there exists Y :; 0 such that B(r) C Q. Let t,L be the smallest 
value of t 2~ 0 such that there is a solution of 
x’ E F,(x), 40) E Q (4.4) 
satisfying 1 x(t)1 > iI Q /i + n. Call such a solution A$.). We claim that 
I GL(t)l > y for all 0 < t < t, . (4.5) 
If not, there exists a: satisfying 0 < 01 < t, such that 1 ~,(a)1 < Y. Then the 
function y(.) defined by y(t) = xn(t + a) satisfies (4.4) and I y(t, - LX)I = 
I/ Q (1 + n, contradicting the definition oft, . This proves the claim. 
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Now x,( .) is also a solution of x’ E F,_,(x) with x(O) E Q. Thus 
I x&>l < IIQI! + (n - 1) for 0 < t < t,+, 
by definition oft,-, . Thus t,,-, < t, . This means 
0 < t, < t, < ‘.. < t, < ‘... 
Now there are two cases, depending on whether t, ---f co or {tn} is bounded. 
First, suppose t, - cc. Now each x,(.) is bounded by 11 Q I/ + 1 on 
[0, tJ. Since each x,(.) satisfies x’ ~Fr(x), we have that 1 xn’(t)l -(: AZ, 
for almost all t in [0, tl], where 
Thus the family {xn( .)} is equicontinuous and uniformly bounded on [0, tl] . 
By Ascoli’s lemma, there is a continuous function x(.) and a subsequence 
{.~~~r(~)} of {xJ.)> such that xnl(t) -+ x(t) uniformly for 0 < t < t, . Since 
each x,,(.) has Lipschitz constant Al, , so has x(.). Thus x(.) is absolutely 
continuous on [0, tJ. Similarly, each xnI(.) is bounded by j/Q jj f 2 on 
[0, t,] and has Lipschitz constant M2 , where 
1% = sup{/~~&)ll : I x I < II Q Ii + 4. 
Thus a subsequence {~%a(.)} of {+(.)> converges uniformly to an absolutely 
continuous function on [0, t,]. Since this limit function is identical to x(.) 
on [0, tl], we shall call the limit function x(.) on [0, t,]. We continue in this 
fashion for all the intervals [0, tk], R := 1, 2,... . Consider the diagonal 
subsequence {x,,(.)} and relabel this subsequence {x~,(.)]. Then we have the 
existence of an absolutely continuous function x(.) on [0, 00) with the 
following property: For each R = I, 2,..., the function a$.) is defined on 
[0, tk] for i sufficiently large and 
XT&) - 44 uniformly for 0 < t < t, , 
Now fix k. Then xnl(.) satisfies x’ EF~(x) on [0, tk] for all i sufficiently 
large. By Lemma 4.6 x(.) also satisfies x’ EF~(x) on [0, tk]. Since k was 
arbitrary, x( .) satisfies 
x’ E F(x), 40) E Q 
on [0, 00). Thus, by (4.3), x(t) ---f 0 as t --f co. On the other hand, by (4.5), 
/ xnj(t)i > r for all 0 < t < tni . Thus 1 x(t)\ > r for all t 3 0. This is a 
contradiction. 
Now suppose {tn} is bounded. Then since {tn} is monotonic, there is some 
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T > 0 such that t,, + T. Arguing as in the previous case, we have the 
existence of a subsequence {x~,( .)} of {x7( ,)} which converges to x(.) uniformly 
on compact subsets of [0, T), where X( .) is absolutely continuous and satisfies 
x’ E F(x), x(0) E Q. 
Thus, by (4.3), x(.) can be continued to [0, co) and x(t) + 0 as t -+ co. In 
particular, there exists P > 0 such that j x(t)1 -< P for 0 < t 5; T. Now 
x,,(.) and x(.) all satisfy x’ ~Fr(x). Choose 6 > 0 by Lemma 4.3 corre- 
sponding to x’ ~Fr(x), Kr = P -t 1, and Ka = P + 2. Choose N so large 
that ! t, - T 1 < 6. Then i xni(tN)l < P + 1 for large enough i, since 
x, ,(tN) 1 --f x(tN) as i -+ ok. Thus 
i .XTLi(t)l < P + 2 for all ~ t--t,1 <s 
by Lemma 4.3. But this contradicts the fact that / .~,~(t,<)l + co and the fact 
that 
1 t,. - t, 1 ( IT-tt,j<S 
for large enough i. The proof of Theorem 4.8 is complete. 
COROLLARY 4.10. Let F and G belong to 9. Let Q be a compact subset of 
Rd. Let (4.2) and (4.3) hold. Then there exist E > 0 and K > 0 such that every 
solution x( .) of 
x’ EF(x) + cG(x), 40) E Q (4.6) 
satis$es / x(t)! ,< Kfor all t > 0. 
Proof. Define for n = 1, 2,..., 
F,(x) := F(x) + u {EG(x) : 0 < E -( l/n}. (4.7) 
Then F,+t(x) C F,,(x) for all x E R” and all n = I, 2,... . For each such n, 
F,(x) is compact, convex, and nonempty. Finally, it can be easily shown 
that F,I is upper semicontinuous. Thus F, E .F for every n. Also 
F(x) = fi F,(x). 
n=1 
Let K and m be as in the conclusion of Theorem 4.8. Take E = I/m. Let x(.) 
be any solution of (4.6). Then .x( .) also satisfies 
x’ E F(x) + u CC(X) = F&x). 
c<llm 
Thus / x(t)1 < K by Theorem 4.8. The proof is complete. 
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EXAMPLE 4.11. We show that (4.2) is needed in Corollary 4.10 (and 
hence in Theorem 4.8). Let d = 2, F(x) = {,4x}, and G(x) = B(l), where 
Choose Q = ((0, x2) : - 1 < x2 < l}. Then (4.3) holds. Consider any E > 0. 
First let q(O) = 0. Then 
satisfies 
x1(t) = <et - E 
x2(t) = x,(o)e+ 
x' = F(x) f E 
1 
i) 0' 
and yet x,(l) + co as t - co, no matter what x2(O) is. If x,(O) # 0, then 
satisfies 
x1(t) = Xl(O)d 
x,(t) = xz(O)eb 
and yet / xi(t)1 + 00 as t ---f cc no matter what x,(O) is. Thus for every E > 0 
and every point x0 E Q, indeed for every x0 E R2, there are always solutions of 
x’ EF(X) + <B(l), x(0) = x0 
which are unbounded as t --+ co. (Recall that B(1) is the one-ball.) 
COROLLARY 4.12. Let f and g be continuous from Rd to Rd. Let Q be a 
compact subset of Rd. Let (4.2) and (4.3) hold with x’ E F(x) replaced by x’ = f (x). 
Then there exist <I > 0 and K > 0 such that for every E satisfying 0 < E < E~ , 
all solutions x( .) of 
x’ =f (x) + q(x), 40) E Q 
satisfy 1 x(t)1 < K for all t > 0. 
This is the result mentioned in Section 1 with ~a = min(r, pi), where 
B(r) C Q. 
Now consider the hypotheses of Theorem 4.8 without the hypothesis about 
Q, i.e., with (4.2) deleted and (4.3) replaced by the statement “all solutions of 
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x’ EF(x) approach zero as t + a.” Then it follows from Theorem 4.8 that 
for every Y > 0, there exist K = K( Y an m = m(r) such that every solution ) d 
x(.) of x’ EF,(x) with 1 x(0)1 .. r satisfies 1 x(t), ‘. K for all t -- 0. The 
question arises, can one choose m to be independent of r? In other words, 
is there an approximating equation all of whose solutions are bounded? 
In Example 4.13 we show that the answer is no even for the case of an ordinary 
differential equation x’ -f(x) + cg(‘y), where i,f(~)i :.:i / x / and g(x) ~~ ,x. 
In Theorem 4.14 we show that the answer is yes with K(r) -= KY if each F,L 
is homogeneous of degree p. 
EXAMPLE 4.13. Let g(x) -== s and 
Then the hypotheses of Corollary 4.12 are satisfied with all solutions of 
x’ =f(x) approaching zero as t --f co. Given Y > 0, if E < Y-I/~, then all 
solutions of x’ =f(~) + cg(x) with / x(O)1 < r are bounded as t ---f CO. But 
if E > rpljz the solutions of X’ =f(x) + l g(x) satisfying x(0) = Y are 
unbounded as t + co. Thus the tr of Corollary 4.12 definitely depends on r; 
indeed or = p-l12. There is no choice of pi which has the property that all 
solutions of x’ =f(x) + Gig(X) are bounded as t --f 00. 
The next result shows that if each F,& is homogeneous of degree p, and all 
solutions of x’ EF(~) approach zero, then, for some m, all solutions of 
x’ E&,(X) are bounded. In fact, a little more is true. 
THEOREM 4.14. Let {F,} be an infinite sequence of functions in 9 such that 
F,+,(x) C F,(x) for all x E Rd and n = 1, 2,... . Let each F, be homogeneous of
degree p, where p is a real number. De$ne F(x) = nz=, F,(x). Suppose that 
all solutions of x’ E F(x) approach zero as t + co. (43) 
Then there exist m and K > 0 such that every solution x( .) of x’ E F,(x) satis$es 
1 x(t)1 < Kl x(O)1 for all t > 0. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.8 there exist m and K > 0 such that every solution 
a(.) of x’ EF,(x) with / x(O)1 < 1 satisfies 1 x(t)1 < K for all t 3 0. 
Now let y(.) be any solution of x’ E F,,(x). Suppose first that y(0) f 0. 
Define x(t) = y(t)1 y(O)l-r. Then x(.) satisfies 
x’ E ! ~(o)lP-lF~(x). 
Define x(t) = x(ti y(O)l’-p). Then .z(.) satisfies x’ EF,(~). Also I z(O)1 = 
I x(O)/ = 1. Thus j z(t)[ ,( K for all t 3 0. Thus / x(t)/ ,( K for all t > 0. 
Thus 1 y(t)J < Ki y(O)1 for all t > 0. 
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Now let y(0) = 0. We claim y(t) = 0 for all t > 0. (This requires proof 
even though F(0) = {O}.) Suppose not. Let 
7 = sup(t : y(s) = 0 for 0 < s < t}. 
Let o( > 0 and E > 0. Then there exists ,G, 7 < ,!3 < 7 + CX, such that 
0 < /y(/3)] < <K-l by definition of 7 and by continuity of y(.). By the 
previous case, 1 y(t)1 < K[ y(/3)] for t > /3. Therefore, 1 y(t)1 < E for all 
t > 7 + 01. Since E was arbitrary, and since Q- and 01 do not depend on 6, 
y(t) = 0 for t > 7 + cy. Since 01 was arbitrary, y(t) = 0 for all t >, 7. This 
contradicts the definition of 7. The proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 4.15. Let F and G belong to P and be homogeneous of degree p. 
Let (4.8) hold. Then there exist E > 0 and K > 0 such that every solution x(.) of 
x’ eF(x) + <G(X) 
satisfies 1 x(t)1 < Kl x(O)1 for all t > 0. 
The proof is the same as that of Corollary 4.10. It is easy to show the 
additional property of p-homogeneity of each of the F, defined by (4.7). 
COROLLARY 4.16. Let f and g be continuous and homogeneous of degree p 
from Rd to Rd. Assume all solutions of x’ = f (x) approach zero as t -+ 00. 
Then there exist <I > 0 and K > 0 such that for all E satisfying 0 < E < e1 , 
every solution x( .) of 
x’ = f (x) + q(x) 
satisjes I x(t)1 < KI x(O)1 for aZZ t > 0. 
In the language of stability theory the above corollary says that if the origin 
is a global attractor for x’ =f(x), then for all sufficiently small E > 0, it is 
uniformly stable for x’ =f(x) + <g(x). 
If we consider the stronger hypothesis that F and G are homogeneous 
of degree p = 1, then solutions of the perturbed system tend to zero as 
t -+ 03. We now turn to several results of this type. We begin with a lemma 
on global existence of solutions. 
LEMMA 4.17. Let FE 9 be homogeneous. Then there exists 01 > 0 such 
that every solution x( .) of x’ E F(x) exists on (- 00, a) and satisfies 
I 49 G I 44J e a’t-to’ for all real t and t, . 
Proof. We first show that there exists OL > 0 such that F(x) C &(I x I) 
for all x f 0. To this end, let j x I = 1. Then there exists p = p(x) > 0 such 
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that F(x) C B(p). Since F is upper semicontinuous, there exists 6 -= Z(X) :b 0 
such that F(y) C B(P + 1) for all y E N(x, 6) and y 1 I. As .w ranges over 
the unit sphere 1 x : I, these neighborhoods ,V(s, 6) cover the unit sphere. 
Thus there is a finite subcover ;\T(x~ , 6,) ,..., Lq7(.~,,  6,). Define 
oi = max{p(.YJ I 1 ,..., p(.*“,) -I 1 f. 
Then F(x) C B(ol) = c&(l) for all / s : =- I. Now for any x f 0, we have 
which was to be shown. 
If x(,) satisfies x’ E F(x), then by the above argument, it also satisfies 
1 x’(t)1 < 011 x(t)i. 
Integrating this inequality and applying Corollary 4.2, we obtain the desired 
result. The proof is complete. 
Remark 4.18. Note that under the assumptions of Lemma 4.17, x(t,) = 0 
implies x(t) = 0 for all real t, even though solutions other than the zero 
solution need not be unique. 
THEOREM 4.19. Let FE 9 be homogeneous. Suppose there exist E > 0 and 
K > 0 such that every solution x(.) of 
X’ E F(x) + &(I x 1) (4.9) 
satisfies 1 x(t)1 < Kl x(O)1 for all t :;: 0. Let 0 < CT < E. Then every solution 
4.1 of 
x’ E F(x) + aB( 1 x 1) (4.10) 
satisfies j x(t)1 < K( x(O)1 e-(r-o)t for all I > 0. 
Proof. Let x(.) be a solution of (4.10). By Lemma 4.18 x(.) exists on 
[0, co). Define y(t) = x(t)e(C-u)t. Then y(0) = x(0) and y(‘) satisfies 
Y’ E (c - 0)~ + F(Y) -t oB(l Y I) CF(Y) + cB(I Y 0. 
Thus / y(t)1 < Kl y(O)1 for all t > 0 (by hypothesis). Therefore 
1 x(t)] .< Kl x(O)! e-(t--O’t 
The proof is complete. 
for all t > 0. 
Combining Theorems 4.14 and 4.19, we have the following result. 
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THEOREM 4.20. Let FE 9 be homogeneous. Assume every solution of 
x’ E F(x) approaches zero as t + co. Then there exist E > 0 and K > 0 such 
that for all o satisfying 0 < u < E, every solution x( .) of 
x’ ~0) + 4 x I) 
satisfies / x(t)1 < KI x(O)1 e-(t-u)tfor all t 3 0. 
If we allow o = 0 in Theorem 4.20, we obtain the following results. 
COROLLARY 4.21. Let FE 9 be homogeneous. If all solutions of x’ E F(x) 
approach zero as t -+ co, then the origin is exponentially stable for x’ E F(x). 
COROLLARY 4.22. Let f be continuous and homogeneous from Rd to Rd. 
If all solutions of x’ = f (x) approach zero as t + 00, then the origin is expo- 
nentially stable for x’ = f (x). 
The following result is the nonlinear analog of Theorem 4.20. In the con- 
clusion the exponential stability is only local. 
THEOREM 4.23. Let F E 9 be homogeneous. Assume that every solution 
of x’ EF(x) approackes zero as t + co. Let G ~9 satisfy G(x) == o(i x I), i.e., 
llG(x)ll +. as 
I XI 
jx/+o. (4.11) 
Then there exist 0 > 0, K > 0, and 6 > 0 such that every solution CC(.) of 
x’ EF(x) + G(x), I x(O)l < 6, 
satisfies 1 x(t)1 < Kj x(O)1 e-Ot for all t > 0. 
PYOO~. Let E > 0 and K > 0 exist by the conclusion of Theorem 4.20. 
Choose u = E/Z. Choose 6, > 0 so that jl G(x)\1 < (~1 x ) for all 1 x / < 6, . 
Let 6 = 6,/K. Let 1 x(O)] < 6. Then I x(t)1 < 6, for t > 0 and t sufficiently 
small. Assume, if possible, that there exists T > 0 such that / x(t)\ < S, for 
O<t<Tand~x(T)l=S,.ForO<t<T, 
x’(t) EFW)) + GMtN C F(W) + oB(I WI). 
By Lemma 4.17, x(t) can be continued as a solution of x’ E F(x) + uB( / x 1) to 
all of [0, co). Call this continuation y(‘), so that x(t) = y(t) for 0 < t f T. 
By Theorem 4.20, 
I y(t)l G KI 4U et for all t >, 0. 
~og/Io/r-I I 
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In particular, 
j x(T)/ = ly(T)i < KJ x(O)1 cur < h-S =: S, , 
a contradiction to I x(T)1 = 6, . This proves a(.) exists on [0, ZJ) and 
satisfies / x(t)1 < 6, for all t > 0. Now the above argument can be repeated 
on [0, ok) to obtain 
The proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 4.24. Let f : Rd --f Rd be continuous and homogeneous. Let 
every solution of x’ r= f (x) approach zero as t - co. Let g : lid - Rd be con- 
tinuous afzd g(x) = o(i x I). Then there exist (T > 0 such that every solution 
4.) of 
x’ = f(x) + g(x), 1 x(O)1 < 6, 
satisjes j x(t)] < Kl x(O)/ e-r*for all t 3 0. 
We may now prove the main result of this paper. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let (F,} be as in Lemma 2.8. Now all solutions of 
U’ E Df(u) approach zero as t ---f co (by hypothesis). Define 
Then H, E F for every n and each H, is homogeneous. Furthermore, 
D,(X) = fizz, H,(x). Thus by Theorem 4.14, there exist m and Ki > 0 such 
that every solution x(.) of x’ E H,(x) satisfies j x(t)1 < KiI x(O)1 for all t > 0. 
We now apply Theorem 4.19 where the Eq. (4.9) is replaced by 
x’ E F,(x) + $ B( / x ;) 
and where 0 = 0. We conclude from Theorem 4.19 that every solution x(.) of 
x’ EF,(x) satisfies x(t) + 0 as t + co. 
Now there exists 6, > 0 such thatf(x) SF,(X) for 1 x I < S, . Define 
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Then G E 9 and G satisfies (4.11). Thus by Theorem 4.23, there exist u > 0, 
K > 0, and 6 > 0 such that every solution x(.) of 
x’ ~Frn(x) + G(x), I x(O)1 < 6, 
satisfies / x(t)1 < KI x(O)\ e-Ot for all t 2 0. Sincef(x) EF,(x) + G(x) for all 
x E lid, every solution of x’ =f(~) is also a solution of x’ E&(X) + G(x). 
This completes the proof. 
5. AN EXAMPLE 
As stated in Section 1, we present here an example of a two-dimensional 
system of ordinary differential equations with a homogeneous right side for 
which each solution is bounded but there is no uniform bound for the solutions 
starting in the unit square. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. For each n = I,..., define 
%26% 9 x2) = ( 
Xl - n! x2 (n + l)! xs - Xr 
* x + n, x 1 .'i I( (n + l)! X2 + X1 1 
Consider the system 
G-21 = 1 0 if x1 < 0 or if x1 < xs , X2%(% 3 4 if n! xs < x1 < (n + l)! xs , 
$2 = 0 
(5.1) 
for n = I,... . The solutions starting on the x1 axis are unique because 
3i’, = 0 everywhere. Furthermore, the right side of (5.1) is continuous on 
R2 and locally Lipschitz on R2 minus the x1 axis because 
O< Xl -d x2 < 1, 
x1 + n! x2 
(),c (n+l)!xz--1 (1 
(fl$l)!x,+x, ' 
for n! x2 < x1 < (n + l)! x2 . Thus all solutions of (5.1) are unique. Clearly, 
each solution is bounded because the lines x1 = n! x2 are filled with critical 
points. Also the right side of (5.1) is homogeneous. Consider the initial 
conditions 
Xl(O) = 1, x,(O) = $(1/n! + l/(n + l)!). 
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q(t) + $(n + l)! (l/n! 4 l/(n f I)!) &(n + 2) 
as t + co. Thus the bound on x1(.) must approach K as n + x. Therefore. 
there exists no uniform bound on the solutions (x’,(.), q(.)) with X,(O) I 
and 0 < x3(O) < I. 
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